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Ponder
Right here, we have countless books
ponder and collections to check out. We
additionally allow variant types and plus
type of the books to browse. The up to
standard book, fiction, history, novel,
scientific research, as without difficulty
as various further sorts of books are
readily available here.
As this ponder, it ends going on bodily
one of the favored book ponder
collections that we have. This is why you
remain in the best website to see the
amazing ebook to have.
Once you've found a book you're
interested in, click Read Online and the
book will open within your web browser.
You also have the option to Launch
Reading Mode if you're not fond of the
website interface. Reading Mode looks
like an open book, however, all the free
books on the Read Print site are divided
by chapter so you'll have to go back and
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open it every time you start a new
chapter.
Ponder
Define ponder. ponder synonyms,
ponder pronunciation, ponder
translation, English dictionary definition
of ponder. v. pon·dered , pon·der·ing ,
pon·ders v. tr. To think about with
thoroughness and care. v. intr. To reflect
or consider with thoroughness and care.
Ponder - definition of ponder by The
Free Dictionary
ponder implies a careful weighing of a
problem or, often, prolonged
inconclusive thinking about a matter.
pondered the course of action meditate
implies a definite focusing of one's
thoughts on something so as to
understand it deeply. meditated on the
meaning of life muse suggests a more or
less focused daydreaming as in
remembrance.
Ponder | Definition of Ponder by
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Merriam-Webster
to think carefully about something,
especially for a noticeable length of time
: She sat back for a minute to ponder
her next move in the game.
PONDER | meaning in the
Cambridge English Dictionary
Ponder definition: If you ponder
something, you think about it carefully. |
Meaning, pronunciation, translations and
examples. Log In Dictionary. Thesaurus.
Translator. Grammar. English. Dictionary
Grammar Blog School Scrabble
Thesaurus Translator Quiz More
Resources More from Collins. English
Chinese French German Hindi Italian
Portuguese Spanish. Grammar Home
English English Usage Grammar ...
Ponder definition and meaning |
Collins English Dictionary
ponder something The senator pondered
the question for a moment. We intend to
ponder all the alternatives before acting.
ponder whether, what, etc… They are
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pondering whether the money could be
better used elsewhere.
ponder verb - Definition, pictures,
pronunciation and ...
There was so much time for the Little
Girl who should have been a Boy to
ponder over it. He's always in a ponder,
ponder, with his mouth open—except
when he's grindin' his teeth. But Asad
continued to ponder him with cold eyes,
his face inscrutable. Even Cynthia
smiled, whereat the Tavern Knight was
driven to ponder.
Ponder Synonyms, Ponder
Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
Choose the Right Synonym for ponder
ponder, meditate, muse, ruminate mean
to consider or examine attentively or
deliberately. ponder implies a careful
weighing of a problem or, often,
prolonged inconclusive thinking about a
matter. Learn More about ponder
Ponder Synonyms, Ponder
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Antonyms | Merriam-Webster
Thesaurus
Synonyms, crossword answers and other
related words for PONDER. We hope that
the following list of synonyms for the
word ponder will help you to finish your
crossword today. We've arranged the
synonyms in length order so that they
are easier to find.
PONDER - crossword answers, clues,
definition, synonyms ...
For all Jerry might have known, though
he pondered it not, Malaita was a
universe, beheaded and resting on the
knees of some brooding lesser god,
himself vastly mightier than Bashti
whose knees bore the brooding weight
of Skipper's sun-dried, smoke-cured
head, this lesser god vexed and
questing, feeling and guessing at the
dual twin-mysteries of time and space
and of motion and matter, above ...
Ponders - definition of ponders by
The Free Dictionary
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Pondering definition, to consider
something deeply and thoroughly;
meditate (often followed by over or
upon). See more.
Pondering | Definition of Pondering
at Dictionary.com
Ponder definition, to consider something
deeply and thoroughly; meditate (often
followed by over or upon). See more.
Ponder | Definition of Ponder at
Dictionary.com
verb The definition of ponder is to
carefully think about something. An
example of to ponder is the action
shown by the statue, The Thinker, by
Rodin. YourDictionary definition and
usage example.
Ponder dictionary definition |
ponder defined
ponder (third-person singular simple
present ponders, present participle
pondering, simple past and past
participle pondered) to wonder, think of
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deeply to consider (something) carefully
and thoroughly ; to chew over, mull over
I have spent days pondering the
meaning of life.
ponder - Wiktionary
Christian Andrew Ponder (born February
25, 1988) is a former American football
quarterback. He played for the
Minnesota Vikings, Denver Broncos and
San Francisco 49ers. He was drafted by
the Minnesota Vikings with the 12th
overall pick in the 2011 NFL Draft and
started the majority of games for them
from 2011 to 2013.
Christian Ponder - Wikipedia
ponder on (something) To give great
consideration to something; to ruminate
or think about something very deeply.
We sat pondering on various ways to
improve our business model when Janet
suddenly came up with a brilliant idea.
Well, you're review has certainly given
me plenty to ponder on.
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Ponder on - Idioms by The Free
Dictionary
Definition and synonyms of ponder from
the online English dictionary from
Macmillan Education. This is the British
English definition of ponder.View
American English definition of ponder.
Change your default dictionary to
American English. View the
pronunciation for ponder.
PONDER (verb) definition and
synonyms | Macmillan Dictionary
• Authorities ponder whether to charge
the driver. • His present-day detractors
might well ponder what would have
happened to the country had he died.
Origin ponder (1300-1400) Old French
ponderer “ to weigh ”, from Latin
ponderare, from pondus “ weight ”
ponder | meaning of ponder in
Longman Dictionary of ...
contemplate vs ponder (on or over) English Only forum I ponder - English
Only forum meditate, contemplate,
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ponder - English Only forum ponder /
ponder over - English Only forum ponder
and ponderous - English Only forum
ponder and think - English Only forum
Ponder over - English Only forum pore
over vs ponder - English Only forum
ponder - English-Spanish Dictionary
- WordReference.com
ponder: 1 v reflect deeply on a subject
Synonyms: chew over , contemplate ,
excogitate , meditate , mull , mull over ,
muse , reflect , ruminate , speculate ,
think over Types: show 11 types... hide
11 types... premeditate think or reflect
beforehand or in advance theologise ,
theologize make theoretical speculations
about theology or discuss ...
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